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Chapter 1 : TCS Online Tests TCS Mock Tests
This is the latest placement papers of TCS - TCS APTITUDE PAPER WITH SOLUTIONS (ID). Learn and practice the
placement papers of TCS and find out how much you score before you appear for your next interview and written test.

If both do combinely in how much time they will finish. How much should typist A receive? Typist can take
file from top whenever she has time and type it. What is the length of the circular rod with diameter 8 inches
and equal to volume of rectangular plate? He starts to go to airport on his motorbike. Plane comes early and
the mail is sent by a horse-cart. The man meets the cart in the middle after half an hour. He takes the mail and
returns back, by doing so, he saves twenty minutes. How early did the plane arrive? He returned home at 2:
The cart travelled a time of 10 min before it met him. His driver Mangaram drops him at the railway station in
the morning and picks him up in the evening. Mangaram also reaches at the same time. Not wanting to wait
for the car he starts walking home. Mangaram starts at normal time, picks him up on the way and takes him
back house, half an hour early. How much time did Ram singh walked? In 4 years total growth of the trees is 8
ft. Its first two digits, multiplied by 3 gives all ones. And the next two digits multiplied by 6 give all twos.
Remaining two digits multiplied by 9 gives all threes. Then what is the code? Red ball is in a box whose
colour is same as that of the ball in a yellow box. Red box has green ball. In which box you find the yellow
ball? How many minimum balls one should pick out so that to make sure the he gets at least 2 balls of same
color. Find the larger number? Difference between weights of A and B is 3 kgs. And between B and C is 5
kgs. A and B fall short of 10 and 2 shots respectively to the qualifying mark. If each of them fired atleast one
shot and even by adding their total score together, they fall short of the qualifying mark, what is the qualifying
mark? A tells it is 3 to B tells it is 3 past C tells it is D tells it is half a dozen too soon to No two watches
show the same time. The difference between the watches is 2,3,4,5 respectively. Whose watch shows
maximum time? One object falls 64cm in 2sec than in 6sec from how much height the object will fall. Sol The
falling height is proportional to the squere of the time. After the 51st innings his average was 51 how many
runs he made in the 51st innings Ans first 50 ings. They take turns to finish the work. Anand on the first day,
Bittu on the second and Chandu on the third day and then Anand again and so on. On which day will the work
get over? The child does it in 24 days 66 A:
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Latest Mock Paper of TCS with Answers. Mock Paper of a company makes a students familiar with the latest pattern of
written test who is preparing for campus placements or for off campus placement drives.

The Tata Consultancy Services is offering several opening for the posts and all the fresher applicants who are
interested to get a job under the firm need to buckle up. Hope this will help you like our other post on next
steps and webmail. The official notification about the recruitment has been posted by the company and the
further process is also commenced. The TCS is a big company that offers job opportunities to the serious job
seekers every year all across the nation. The completion every year keeps increasing and many fresher
candidates all across India participates in the TCS Recruitment process everywhere. For the year , there are
thousand of participants interested to get the TCS Carrier. A proper systematic procedure is followed under the
process and now the TCS Placements Papers has also been issued. The aspirants can now get great help out of
it. TCS Placement papers â€” official website link The TCS Placement Paper can now be found online on the
former website page where in the fresher applicants can visit the website and rack the Online Test which will
further help them to having a clear acknowledgment of the test pattern and placement questions. As the
completion is hue, it gets easy for the candidates to get clear picture about the pattern before appearing for it.
The official website portal link is www. There are many other websites where the information can be
searched, but that will take lot of time. This website is official website portal where all the information related
to TCS Recruitment will be found. So, the fresher candidates are suggested to stay in regular visit of the site to
get posted about the further process. TCS Placements Papers details: Name of the organization: All across
India Official website: There should be no failure because of lack of preparation so the organizations held the
responsibility for the fresher aspirants to have a very clear idea about the test and process. Managing skills by
trying the mock test online is what takes to win in the race. On the other side, the official website also has
detailed about the TCS Aptitude test that is also a process of selection for the TCS jobs. Find out about it in
the link and gear up for a better preparation. TCS Placement Procedure The fresher applicants must be aware
about the TCS Placement Procedure clearly before applying for it. So quickly read the procedure details here.
In order to get the job under this reputed firm, TCS, the candidates are required to clear all the rounds. For the
year , fresh test pattern has been released which need to be checked. A written test will eb conducted by the
TCS which is supposed to be taken seriously by the candidates. The written test will eb further followed with
the Email writing, technical interview round and HR interview round which has to be cleared. Out of these, the
HR interview round is said to be the most tricky one where the aspirant will be judged based of
self-confidence, communication skill and behavioral aspect. Get a very bright idea about the enrollment and
selection process on the portal page and leave no chance of rejection after coming this forward. For more
details, visit www. A unique test pattern is said to be followed under the TCS Recruitment The total time
given for the entire test process is one and half hour. Once the written test pattern is cleared, the candidates
should start preparing themselves for the interview round. The test round is done to test the management skills
of the candidates. Under this process, the time of 40 minutes will be given to for quantitative ability, 20
minutes for programming ability, and 20 minutes for coding test ad email writing. Altogether, one and half
hour is allotted to crack the zeal for the fresher candidates applying for the TCS jobs. The aspirants can get the
TCS Placement papers online on the portal website in the PDF file format that can easily be downloaded and
referred by them. If you are not aware about the download process, later in this article the detailed procedure
will be mentioned. The aspirants can download the PDF file format of TCS Placement papers and start
preparing themselves thoroughly to sack the race of competition. The TCS Placements Papers consists of the
information about the online tests and also gives the opportunity to the fresher applicants to write the online
test in addition to the test papers. Till will boost the knowledge and confidence of the participants. There are
several questions along with the answers provided and the candidates can solve the questions and later tally
their answers. In case you are not aware about the downloading procedure of TCS Placement Paper , following
the below steps will help you with getting step by step help. Firstly, open the official website link tcs. Once
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the link is found, click on it and a new page appear on screen. Now the file appears in the PDF format which
needs to be downloaded. The PDf file gets automatically saved in your system and you can refer it whenever
required. The article comes to an end. All those participating fresher aspirants, we wish you all the very best
and May the best one get the TCS jobs. Do well and feel proud to be recruited under such a big reputed
company. Share this article further and stay in regular visit of the website portal page.
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At Youth4work we provide free online TCS test, placement papers, mock, aptitude and practice tests. Click here to get
latest placement papers of TCS. TCS is the fastest growing IT industry in Asia that have crossed major tech firms and is
now placed at the 3rd position when it comes to hiring new talents.

Learn and practice the placement papers of TCS and find out how much you score before you appear for your
next interview and written test. You can easily solve all kind of placement test papers by practicing the
exercises given below. You can easily solve all kind of questions by practicing the following exercises.
Rupesh Kumar Jha Rating: Online written test comprises of: The questions were very easy, one passage was
there and you need to fill up those blanks. To crack this section, you need to be clear with your basics
grammar, i. Please go through the mock test conducted by TCS official site, if you practice it will nice, as it
will make you familiar with the pattern. Most probably 12 standard questions and three advanced level, the
time will be 30 minutes. The if you clear advance then there are chances, you will be shortlisted for TCS
digital higher package. There is a negative marking for mcq but no negative for fill up the blanks questions.
Basics of C, Data structure, Algorithm types. The question will be based on error detection, output, some
direct application of C language, linked list, knapsack problem, sorting algorithm, pointers very important.
One question will be given and time will be 20 minutes. Please refer to TCS mock test, the pattern will be
same, For example: In my case, the mock test program was on series. So the original question during the exam
was also series with different logic. Remember this round plays a vital role for shortlisting in TCS digital. Go
through your CV carefully. And you should have basic knowledge of networking, os and some general
knowledge of current trends AI, chatbots. I was asked, what are chatbots, neural networks. Just the basic idea,
no advance knowledge required. Be confident, believe in your hard work. And should have a positive attitude.
Try to give the best in technical round. If your technical was good then HR will just be some general questions
about yourself nothing more.
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Chapter 4 : TCS Placement Papers - TCS APTITUDE PAPER WITH SOLUTIONS (ID)
TCS Placement Papers With Solution - The Candidates who are wishing to join the India's top IT Company and looking
for the Common queries like TCS Placement Papers, TCS Solved Question Papers and previous year Placement
Papers, TCS Aptitude Questions, TCS Selection Process, TCS email Writing Questions, TCS Interview Questions, TCS
Interview Questions etc.

Few days back,I was also one of you. Believe me guys, its not too heard if you are prepared enough. Let me
share my experiences and help you the only way I can. Aptitude Test tip to crack this round is to keep your
basic concepts in quant and practice them enough. And talking about number of attempts , I have attempted 23
and my friends who have passed the test also attempted around it. So no need to attempt all but accuracy
matters a lot. So contemplating about the questions in the interviews and molding answers for them I slept.
The day came when we were supposed to give interviews. I was prepared but little nervous as it was the first
company at the campus and first that kind of interview. Good morning sir, may I sit? Hows your day today
and how you feeling now? I am fine sir. But feeling little bit nervous, as it is my first interview Interviewer:
Ok Jalpa after taking my form and resume. So tell me about your self. These are the major subjects. Ok than
what about your project. Data structure basic questions were there and so many questions on inheritance
basics. However all were basic questions ,go through the basics in detail because they are always ready to
counter you and gauge you that you know the complete basics or you are just overviwer of the stuff. Interview
ended in around 25 minutes and I was quite sure about my selection and happened the same. Went in and
interviewer introduced himself an HR who has 15 years of experience. Interview began with his cunning smile
and my confident attitude. Introduce your self Me: You should join an NGO as you seems interested in social
work. IT is a platform with which will able to transform the world so my willingness make a change in society
would also be fulfilled by having in depth knowledge of IT and implementing it in the right way. So TCS
would be the best platform that would aide me to fulfill my dream. How many lectures do you attend in
college? Than If you want to learn something that you are not aware of ,what shall you do? What is the
meaning of your name? NGO is a better place for you Me: So my HR round was very easy. Anyway I enjoyed
the experience a lot and was satisfied with my experience. At 12 am result was declred and I got offer letter.
Speechless about the happiness that my parents and my brother had on their face. I just hope everyone reading
this will able to feel that moment of joy and of doing something after 18 years of study.
Chapter 5 : TCS Ninja Mock Test Questions and Answers | TCS Ninja Exam Pattern
TCS has officially released the TCS Ninja mock test for students to understand the TCS Ninja pattern. Our FACE
Preppers can now get access to TCS Ninja Mock test questions and solutions for FREE. We have made a free course
on TCS Ninja Mock Test with detailed solutions.

Chapter 6 : Last 10 years placement papers of TCS with solutions
Are you looking for TCS Placement Papers for TCS Recruitment Test? Dont worry you will find TCS Previous Papers
along with solutions. Practice more online mock test questions papers to get a brief knowledge of model papers.

Chapter 7 : TCS Ninja Mock Test Questions and Answers with Explanations - Matterhere
TCS has released a mock test to help students get comfortable with the TCS Ninja Exam Pattern. TCS has also
announced that the TCS Ninja Recruitment will be conducted on the 2nd and 3rd of September across various colleges
in India.

Chapter 8 : TCS model placement papers
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TCS Digital Previous Papers. Note - We have free solutions for TCS Digital Mock Test available on our Website. Please
check them out. We hear you which is why we are No.1 and most visited website for placements.

Chapter 9 : Tcs previous placement papers with solutions download
TCS Placement Interview question paper with answers TCS Interview question with solution you can download it in
FREE, if TCS test paper in text or pdf for TCS you can download Latest TCS HR and Technical Interview Question
Answers for fresher MBA/ calendrierdelascience.com / calendrierdelascience.com page also just Go to menu bar, Click
on File->then Save.
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